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Our Equipment

The Chasing M2 Pro Max is an industrial
grade Remotely Operated Vehicle (ROV). It
boasts quick assembly technology and a new
generation shore-based power supply system
with 4 hours battery life on full charge. The
Chasing M2 Pro Max camera supports up to
4k video. With a 200m dive depth and 400m
movement radius this ROV can meet the
needs of a wider range of operations.
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About Us

Aqualicense is an Irish-owned and Irish-based
marine consultancy firm that is passionate
about the marine environment and
sustainable marine development. We have a
strong focus on innovation across all of our
projects and pride ourselves on being leaders
in the industry. 

Aqualicense supports coastal marine
businesses through the promotion of
sustainable technology and practices, helping
to maximise the use of marine space while
minimising impacts.

Vessel, Hull & Mooring Line Inspection

Aquaculture

Shellfish Bed Monitoring

Pot Fisheries Investigation

Marine Infrastructure

Environmental Survey

Academic Research

Site Verification

Multimedia 

GIS Mapping

Aqualicense aims to provide a range of
investigatory underwater services. Our
services can be tailored to suit each client’s
specific interests and concerns, providing a
flexible approach to problem solving and
consultation. These services include:

 Our Services

'Increasing
accessibility and
reducing the risk
of underwater
inspections' 

Through innovative methods and solutions
Aqualicense aims to tackle the challenges
facing different marine and offshore
industries. The use of an underwater ROV can
greatly reduce both the cost and risk in
comparison to conventional inspection
methods, while also providing real time
information and high-resolution footage. We
will provide you with the recorded, edited
video footage which can be advantageously
archived for comparison and future analysis.
At Aqualicense we utilize our expertise in
aquaculture, GIS, media and marine science
to provide a comprehensive range of
services and elevate ourselves within the
marine industry. 

Why Choose Us?

As part of our service offering, Aqualicense
can apply for available funding opportunities
on your behalf. Contact us for more
information.

 

Let’s see what we
can do for you!

 


